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W. H. BUCKHANNAN 2 M APPING technic has made steady progress since the initial attempt to outline or draw certain features of a landscape on a map. Many methods of field sketching and map reproduction have been employed, some of which were entirely satisfactory until certain demands necessitated changes in the mapping technic. Although the first steps for improvement of mapping technic through use of aerial photographs were made much earlier and although -T. M. Bushnell did some experimental mapping in 1925 with the use of aerial photographs for a base map on a small area in Martin County, Indiana, Jennings County, Indiana, was the first county that was completely mapped (3) 3 with the use of aerial photographs. The map of Vermillion County, Indiana, issued in 1934, was the first to be published of a county which had been completely mapped with the use of aerial photographs. The procedures described here(2) for accomplishing soil-mapping and compilation of maps are, in general, the principles involved in technic of a method used in Vermillion County, with a number of added "tricks of the trade".
The use of vertical single lens aerial photographs for the actual accomplishment of field mapping involves two principal methods. One of these is the mapping on the picture with a pencil and later copying with ink; the other is the mapping on overlay, or transparent material, which is fastened over the aerial photograph, rather than mapping on the photograph itself. Descriptions here deal almost entirely with the use of the transparent material.
Two general classes of overlay material can be used; the use of each has certain advantages and disadvantages. One of these materials has an etched or frosted surface on which either pencil or ink can be used. The other type of overlay is perfectly transparent on which only drawing ink can be used. Several companies make this plastic material, each company giving their product a trade name. The principal products of this plastic material have the following trade names: Kodaloid, Lumarith, Plastacele, Ethofoil, and Pyralin. Nearly all of those can be obtained of 20 x 50 inches are usually furnished considerably larger dimensions can be ob request. These transparent overlays are m materials, namely, cellulose nitrate, cellu and ethyl cellulose. The later two are no inflammable as the nitrate material. The m used for overlay is almost exclusively cellu Etched overlay takes pencils of various readily, but it is not quite as transparent overlay. Several degrees of etching of ov rial can be obtained from some of the ma Although the more heavily etched over less transparent than the lightly etched m more desirable to map on because dark p are much more visible in areas which sh dark on the photograph. If the use of penc in the field, mapping is more easily acco rather heavily etched overlay than on the because pencil marks are plainer in the than if the marks are on the photograph too, a white sheet of paper can be placed etched overlay and all errors and omissi ping are easily determined. A white she beneath the overlay allows more rapid copying the mapping in ink and at the facilitates more accurate checking. If it to use several different colors in mapp marks will not rub out so easily as those photograph. In general, etched overlay w various colored inks better than the cl Craftint inks can be used which will rea cellulose acetate overlay and produce b graphic copies than if the red and blue in on the photograph itself.
Although ink on etched overlay is easi can be scratched off the clear overlay m Transparency of the clear overlay for photographing through to the picture a 100%. If ink is used in the field, overla used, preferably the clear type which p erasure. Many different methods and ma been tried for making lines and figures
